Probably the most 		
valuable tool you will
own and it’s not found in
a tool chest.
Technician allocation,
left, right and centre.

Workshop Control
Assisting the Workshop Foreman on a day-to-day basis.

What is Workshop Control?
Workshop Control provides the controller of
your workshop a display of the workload for
each technician, including the job status. This
information is the output of time allocation for each
of your technicians previously entered in the home
screen. If improving the productivity of technicians
is a priority then Workshop Control is a solution for
you.

Tell me more about it.
Ultimately, if a pin board, in-tray, filing system or
spreadsheet is how you manage your technicians
job allocation then consider Workshop Control.
Also, if a high class and superior service centre
is the overall goal, the home screen of Workshop
Control is perfectly colour coded to provide a quick
overview all can staff understand.
As you navigate through each of the screens,
colours and lines display the status of each job at
hand. A repair order linked to the job allows further
information to be seen on what needs to be done.
A cleverly developed monitor mode offers complete
visibility on the jobs at hand, a great tool to display
for everyone at the dealership to see. For the
technician, they can then see what job they have,
the time-line and their next job ensuring the day
ahead won’t be full of surprises. A technician time
schedule can be seen as having jobs overdue or
even being on a break.

To wrap it up.
Capture every moment of your technicians time,
allocate accordingly and ensure you’re maximising
the amount of cars coming in, and speeding out.
With efficiency in mind, your workshop controller
will finally have complete control at their fingertips
for everything happening in the department.
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